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Feng Shui Studies Certificate Program with Beth Grace 

This course in traditional, Classical Feng Shui is designed to provide you with a solid 
foundation in Feng Shui and the core principles of Chinese Metaphysics which will allow 
you to understand your environment, activate personal transformation, help others or 
even continue your studies in related disciplines like Chinese Astrology or Traditional 
Chinese Medicine. This course will allow you to cultivate a greater awareness of your 
environment and alignment to it to support health, relationships, prosperity and general 
wellbeing. 

Topics covered: 
- Concept and Theory of Yin & Yang 
- 5 Element Theory, including the 10 heavenly stems 
- Concepts of Qi Flow 
- San He Land Form Analysis 
- Early & Later Heaven Trigram Arrangement 
- I Ching 
- Luo Shu Map 
- He Tu Map 
- Bagua  
- 8 Mansions 
- 24 Mountains 
- Flying Star Charts 
- Introduction to Chinese Calendar System 
- Introduction to BaZi or 4 Pillars Astrology 
- Identify and improve energy flow in external and internal environments 
- Learn to use the concept of Yin and Yang to create balance 
- Find out how the 5 element theory works and how it relates to you and your space 
- Create a birth chart for your home and learn how to use it to achieve your goals 
- See how the environment can impact health and relationships 
- Learn about the Chinese Calendar System and how to take advantage of good timing 
- Discover the ancient and mysterious I Ching for insight and personal empowerment 
- Experience a Feng Shui consultation during an actual on-site home or office visit 
- Opportunity to meet new people who share your interest in this ancient wisdom 

Certificate Requirements: full class attendance, examination, your home analysis project, 
1 residential and 1 business case study, 1 mentoring session. 
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Beth Grace is an internationally trained and recognized Chinese Metaphysics consultant 
and educator with deep knowledge in many modalities of the Chinese Metaphysical 
system including Classical Feng Shui, Xuan Kong Da Gua, BaZi/Four Pillars of Destiny 
Chinese Astrology, Qi Men Dun Jia, Auspicious Date Selection, and the I Ching. Beth is 
also trained in Western geomancy and is a professional dowser who uses dowsing to 
locate water for well site location, labyrinth siting/building, identification of Earth 
energies, remote property assessment, and space clearing. She teaches dowsing in a 
variety of workshops and has co-taught water dowsing course for the American Society of 
Dowsers. A teacher at heart, Beth is also the founder of the American Academy of 
Metaphysics a school for in-depth and professional certification courses in Feng Shui, 
BaZi/4 Pillars of Destiny, I Ching, Dowsing and more.


